Abstract-Recently, a block based adaptive decision feedback equalizer (ADFE) is presented which first uses an iterative scheme to evaluate a block of unknown decisions. FFT based block processing is then used on the received input block and the decision block to carry out the block ADFE operation. A direct floating point (FP) based realization of this scheme, however, pushes up the cost and complexity of processing hugely, as each FP operation involves several additional steps not present in its fixed point (FxP) counterpart. To overcome this problem, a block floating point (BFP) based treatment is presented in this paper for realization of the block ADFE. The proposed scheme, while maintaining FP like high dynamic range, deploys mostly FxP operations and thus reduces the processing cost and complexity substantially.
I. INTRODUCTION
The adaptive decision feedback equalizer (ADFE) is an effective means for equalizing channels that exhibit spectral nulls and / or has a long impulse response (IR) giving rise to inter-symbol interference over a very large number of symbol periods. The linear equalizer is not a very effective option in such cases, due to the possibility of substantial noise enhancement and also due to a very large order requirement. The ADFE consists of a feed forward filter (FFF) and a feedback filter (FBF). The FFF, working directly on the received data, tries to equalize the anticausal part of the channel impulse response. The residual ISI at the FFF output is then canceled by passing the past decisions through an appropriately designed FBF and subtracting the FBF output from the FFF output. Both the FFF and the FBF coefficients are trained by some suitable adaptive algorithm. In this paper, we consider the simple LMS [12] based ADFE.
A common problem faced by the ADFE is that with increasing data transmission rate, the channel IR length increases and thus the order of both the FFF and the FBF increases. The resulting increase in complexity makes the real time operation of the ADFE difficult, specially in view of simultaneous shortening of the symbol period. Block processing [10] is one of the approaches to reduce complexities in digital filters, as the block based computations like convolutions and correlations can be implemented using FFT. However, the idea of block processing can not be applied directly to the ADFE, since, while block processing of the FFF input, i.e., received data is possible as these are known a priori, same is not true for the FBF input, i.e., decisions, which are unknown and are in fact sought to be evaluated by the ADFE. In [9] , an iterative scheme is presented that evaluates the block of unknown decisions requiring only a few iteration steps. Computations within the iteration are block based and thus can be realized using FFT. Once the decisions are known, usual FFT based block processing techniques are applied to carry out the ADFE operation.
In a practical communication system, the input to the equalizer is in floating point (FP) form, caused by the need to amplify the weak, received signal with fluctuating signal level, by a programmable gain amplifier (PGA) that adjusts its gain continuously (by a power of two) for maximal utilization of the ADC dynamic range. A FP based processing, however, pushes up the cost and complexity of processing enormously, as computations in FP involve several additional steps not present in fixed point (FxP) computations. In this paper, we tackle this problem, by presenting a block floating point (BFP) treatment to the finite precision realization of [9] . In BFP, a common exponent is assigned to a block of data. As a result, computations involving these data require only simple FxP operations, while presence of the exponent maintains the desired high dynamic range. In recent years, the BFP format has been used extensively for efficient realization of various forms of digital and adaptive filters ([1]- [8] ). The proposed treatment uses the philosophy of [6] and being based largely on FxP operations, achieves considerable speed up over a FP based realization of [9] .
Throughout the paper, we follow the same notation as used in [9] , namely, by x(n) we denote a scalar quantity at time instant n, whereas by xM (n), we denote either a M ×1 filter coefficient vector at index n, or, a data vector
t with x(n) denoting the data input at the current index n. In addition 
II. BFP REPRESENTATION AND A BLOCK FORMATTING ALGORITHM
The BFP representation can be considered as a special case of the FP format, where every non-overlapping block of N incoming data has a joint scaling factor corresponding to the data sample with the highest magnitude in the block. In other words, given a block
γ where x l (= x l 2 −γ ) represents the mantissa of x l for l ∈ ZN and the block exponent γ is defined as γ = log2Max
is the so-called floor function, meaning rounding down to the closest integer and the integer S is a scaling factor, used for preventing overflow during filtering operation.
In practice, if the data is given in a FP format, i.e., x l = M l 2 e l , l ∈ ZN with |M l | < 1, and the 2's complement system is used, the above block formatting may be carried out by the algorithm proposed below :
Block [Note : for cases where x l is negative with M l having only binary 0's after the first n l bits from the binary point, n l should be replaced by n l − 1 in the above computation].
When the data is given in FxP format, the corresponding block formatting turns out to be a special case of the above, for which x l ≡ M l , e l = 0 and emax is given by min{n l |l = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1}. Note that due to the presence of S, the range of each mantissa is given as 0 ≤ |x l | < 2 −S . The scaling factor S can be calculated from the inner product computation representing filtering operation [2] . An inner product is calculated in BFP arithmetic as
where w is a length L, fixed point filter coefficient vector and x(n) is the data vector at the n-th index, represented in the aforesaid BFP format. For no overflow in y(n), we need |y(n)| < 1.
this implies that it is sufficient to have S ≥ log2(
|w k |) in order to have |y(n)| < 1 satisfied, where ' . ' denotes the so-called ceiling function, meaning rounding up to the closest integer.
III. THE PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION
Consider the block ADFE [9] that takes x(n) , n ∈ Z as the input and updates the equalizer weights once per block of size Q. For the j-th block, the ADFE operation is given by the following block formulated set of equations:
In (3) f {.} is a Q-dimensional decision device in which the distance between its input and discrete output is minimum in the Euclidean sense. Also, the FBF order L is assumed above to be greater than Q (cases where L ≤ Q form a special case of the proposed treatment).
The input x(n) is actually obtained by passing the received sample through a PGA-ADC combine, where the PGA amplifies x(n) by a power of two, say, by 2 gn for effective utilization of the available dynamic range of the ADC. The gain factor gn is adjusted from time to time to take care of fluctuating signal level, caused by, say, fading. It is assumed that an β (+1 sign)-bit ADC is used, representing the 2 β positive and 2 β negative, discrete voltage levels transmitted by the transmitter. For the present treatment, the ADC output will be treated as a FxP word with magnitude less than one, i.e., the binary point will be assumed after the MSB (i.e., the sign bit). The input x(n) then has the following scaled representation :
−gn+β , where the mantissa x (n) is the ADC output, with |x (n)| < 1. [For the special case where the ADC output is 10 · · · 0, we do sign extension by one bit and write x(n) = 1.10 · · · 0 2 −gn+β+1 , thus maintaining |x (n)| < 1.]
In the proposed scheme, the equalizer weight vector w(j)
is represented in a BFP format as :
where
t are the mantissa vectors for the FFF and the FBF respectively for the j-th block. The integer ψj is a timevarying block exponent which needs to be updated at each block index j and is chosen to ensure that |w for l ∈ ZL. The Proposed Implementation : The proposed BFP realization consists of three stages that are mutually pipelined, namely, (i) Buffering : Here, the input sequence x(n) is partitioned into nonoverlapping blocks of length N each, with the i-th block given by {x(n)|n ∈ Z i }, where
For this, the input is shifted into a buffer of size N . We take N to be an integer multiple of Q, i.e., N = KQ, K ∈ Z, meaning that in each block of size N , the equalizer weights are updated K times. Also, we choose N ≥ M − 1, as otherwise, the input vector x(n) may involve data from three or more adjacent blocks and thus the complexity of implementation would go up. The buffer is cleared and its contents transferred to a block formatter once in every N input clock cycles.
(ii) Block formatting of input: Here, the data samples x(n) constituting the i-th block, i ∈ Z and available in FP form, are block formatted as per the block formatting algorithm of section II, resulting in the BFP representation : and − 1 4 . From section II and also from the fact that |w f m (n)| < 1 2 , m ∈ ZM , this implies a lower limit of S as Smin = log22M . However, while Smin provides the lower limit of Si, the actual value of Si is, in fact, chosen to ensure a uniform BFP representation of x(n) during the block-to-block transition phase as well, i.e., when part of x(n) comes from the i-th block and part from the (i − 1)-th block. This is realized by using the exponent assignment algorithm proposed in [4] (8), using overlap-save method [10] , FFT (denoted by 'F ') and IFFT (denoted by '
where,
and
(b) FBF output : Unlike the FFF, the computation of the FBF output vector y
To avoid this causality problem, we adopt the approach of [9] , where the computation of y b Q (jQ + Q − 1) is systematically decomposed into two parts: one containing past and thus known decisions, and the other involving purely the current and thus unknown decisions. For this, we first rewrite the FBF output y 
the FBF output can be written as (11) where dQ(jQ
t contains the Q unknown decisions and dQ−1(jQ
t contains Q − 1 known decisions from previous sub-blocks. Next, we group three terms on the R.H.S of (11) into two categories, namely, FB2 output given as,
and FB1 output given as,
and y
Note that computation in (12) and (14) are simple convolutions involving known decisions and thus can be realized efficiently using overlap and save method/FFT. In [9] , an iterative procedure is suggested which first evaluates (13) (in time domain) by using an appropriately chosen initial value (taken to be 0Q in this paper) for dQ(jQ + Q − 1) and then, using the results of (12), (13) and (14), computes y b Q (jQ + Q − 1) as per (11) . Substituting (11) in (2), yQ(jQ + Q − 1) is next evaluated, which is then used in (3) to obtain the first iterate for dQ(jQ + Q − 1). This is again substituted in (13) and the iteration is carried out further. It is shown in [9] that this iteration converges to the correct vector dQ(jQ+Q−1) in Q or less number of steps for any choice of the initial value. In practice, only a few steps of iteration are, however, needed for convergence of the procedure.
Unlike the FFF, BFP computation of the FBF output y
ψ j would require block formatting of the decision matrix DQ,L for each l-th sub-block, l = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1, within the i-th block. However, like the FFF, the FBF output is also constrained to satisfy |y b (jQ + r)| < 1 4 , 
Note that (15) and (16) represent simple, FxP convolution operations and can be realized efficiently by FFT. The FFT itself is realized using BFP [11] , where each butterfly computation is based on FxP operation only and up/down scaling is employed between the different butterfly stages to prevent overflow and also to use the dynamic range maximally. The two quantities 
